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ART NOUVEAU

JEWELLERY, SILVER, AND PEWTER

In the sameyear that Arthur Libertyleft Farmer6k Rogers to open his first
half-shop, an art dealer of Hamburg named Samuel Bing visited the Far
East and returned to Europe to open a gallery for Oriental Art in Paris, with
a branch in New York. Twenty years later, in 1895, Bingopened a shop for
modern art in the rue de Provence and called it l'art nouveau. It was this

shop that gave a name to the new decorative style in France and England.
The German term was Jugendstil, and in Italy it became known as Stile
Liberty.

Four rooms in Bing'sshop weredesigned by Henry van de Velde. Van de
Veldebecame the bestknownof earlyArt Nouveaudesigners, but hewasnot
thefirst. An earlierexponentwas theAmerican architect Louis Sullivan, who
in 1880 designed the interior and furniture of the Auditorium Building in
Chicago in what he himself called 'Quaint Style' - tangles of tendrils,
scalloped leaves, and tortuous marine growths. In 1892 Victor Horta of
Brussels beganwork on ProfessorTassel'shouseat 6 rue Paul-Emile Janson,
the interior decoration of which was inspired by the book illustrations of
Aubrey Beardsley andArthur Heygate Mackmurdo, founder of the Century
Guild. Van de Velde began as a painter, but turned later to designing
furniture, textiles, and metalwork, then eventually to architecture. He also
acknowledged inspiration from Mackmurdo, and from English designers of
the Arts and Crafts movement, in particular William Morris and Walter
Crane- whosework he described as having 'les lignes de tres speciale soup-
/esse'. Furthermore, he paid tribute to Liberty silks, which he first saw in
1891 and described as bringing 'une sorte deprintemps' new to the Conti
nental scene.

Indeed, it would be difficult to over-estimate the influence of British
design on othercountries towards theend of thecentury.English wallpapers
wereshown at L'Exposition Universelle of 1889 in Paris, and were afterwards
imported into Belgium together with Liberty textiles and other 'artistic'
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The following pages are extracts of an unknown publication found amongst
 unsorted papers; so the writer and publisher are unknown. The information
within really helps give an understanding of Arthur Liberty's success and influences,
as well as that of Art Nouveau.
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